STREAMLINING IT CARVE-OUTS (M&As)

with Infosys Migration Factory for Microsoft 365 Workloads
Keeping up with the market changes demands relentless focus on innovation which also means redefining or reorganizing business portfolios. Enterprises are turning to mergers, acquisitions, even divestitures to stay aligned to the business objectives in this fast-evolving era of hybrid work and digital disruption. Coupled with this move towards growth, world over organizations are witnessing accelerated adoption of cloud-based collaboration platforms to support hybrid work and provide best employee experience to retain talent in a new era of “Great Resignation”.

Mergers & Acquisitions, Divestitures have been an integral to the dynamic business landscape, and driven by the increasing technology demands, digital and data driven assets, M&As are on the rise. In such a scenario, a seamless IT integration plays a crucial role in minimizing business disruption and enhancing employee efficiency, productivity, and experience.

These factors coupled with accelerated adoption of Cloud and M365, and sharper focus on human-centric workplace experiences, especially due to the disruption caused by the pandemic, has created a need for tenant migration and consolidation.

**KEY M&A & DIVESTITURE CHALLENGES**

Mergers, acquisitions, and other such inorganic growth tools, while spurring growth & business competency introduce complexity caused by disparate IT landscapes which require harmonious integration. The increased adoption of cloud-based collaboration platforms has led each M&A deal to result in the collaboration workload migration from one cloud platform to other cloud platform posing new technological and business challenges for organizations.

*Collaboration experience, complexity of content, legal and compliance*

ramifications, duplication of collaboration products for the same function, time constraints, are critical during M365 tenant migrations. Careful planning and effective communication are essential for successful and timely completion.

The key challenges in M&A programs are:

- **Branding**
  - multiple brands after consolidating tenants

- **Policy Conflicts**
  - Adhering to target tenant & governance rules.

- **Cost Impact**
  - IT Integration delays prove to be expensive

- **Technology**
  - consolidation of different platforms between companies

- **Roles**
  - Ownership alignment of multiple technology

- **Data Migration**
  - Migration experience for end users and admin
INFOSYS TENANT TO TENANT SERVICE OFFERINGS

M&A, JVs, alliances, and divestitures must be carried out in a way that creates business value for the organizations involved and has minimal impact on the flow of work and employee experience. A successful M&A activity requires a **best-in-class migration service** that offers seamless transformation and enhanced experience for employees.

With **human-centric experiences** as central pillar, and **extensive experience** Infosys brings tenant-to-tenant migration offerings that cover various M&A scenarios to help organizations quickly and efficiently integrate and transform collaboration platforms.

Infosys Digital Workplace Services’ dedicated Center of Excellence & differentiators place us in a competitive position to support clients. Our comprehensive set of services for tenant-to-tenant migrations, powered by Infosys Workplace Suite (IWS) with its **Migration Factory** solution built on tenant-to-tenant best practices help smoothen and streamline M&A migration journey of consolidating or de-merging the M365 Tenants for our enterprise clients.
Infosys with leadership in tenant-to-tenant migration, rich experience in large scale assessment, target platform design & migration planning, migration engagements, bolstered by strong partner relationships and inhouse solution, is the right ally to help enterprises in their M&A journeys. Our IWS Migration Factory focuses on lean and hyper automation to accelerate and cost-effectively migrate with the ability to customize for each organization’s merger, divestiture, and specific workload migration requirements.

Our in-house migration tool automates migration jobs and seamlessly integrates with 3rd party tools to accelerate the tenant-to-tenant migration process. Automated migration activities with improved throughput offers 8-10 times better output than traditional solutions.
Migration Factory, an all-in-one solution offers high-speed performance, high security along with following capabilities from business perspective:

**Rapid Assessment**
for insights into source environment complexity to scope the migration and proactively identify blind spots.

**Assessment Dashboard**
for consolidated single shot view of source environment.

**Planning**
Automated Wave Planning engine to calculate source's object complexity & size and suggest waves based on client/project requirements

**Live Migration Dashboard**
An intuitive Migration Dashboard for deep insights about migration program status to key business stakeholders.

**Governance**
to define new governance policies in target tenant and ensure all migrations are performed adhering to governance policies.

Migration that ensures:
- Zero Downtime - During migration, users can collaborate with each other as if there were using a single platform
- Easy Scalability – Quickly transfer data to target tenant at any scale by following parallel migration. Increased resource utilization helps to achieve hyper automation.
- Multiple Workloads Support (Exchange, SharePoint, Teams, OneDrive) - Our solution has enabled in guaranteeing a seamless migration experience for multiple workloads besides ensuring an overall faster and cost-effective migrations

**Adoption** – M365 Adoption bot helps users to get familiar with M365 services for users who are using non-MS cloud platform.

---

**WAVE PLANNING**
- Prioritize Migration Workloads & Define Migration Strategy
- Calculate source's object complexity & size and suggest wave. Ability to customize Wave Plan based on client requirements

**GENERAL**
- Live Tenant to Tenant migration Dashboard
- Cutover dashboard

**ASSESSMENT**
- Assess existing Tenant Setup & Workloads Complexity
- Assessment Dashboard to scope the migration and proactively identify blind spots

**MIGRATION**
- Schedule end to end migration
- Connect any source platforms (M365 or Google Suite)
- Run Incremental Migration

**PRE & POST-MIGRATION**
- Validation automation to verify size, content, and customizations
- Provision SharePoint Site/OneDrive/T eams/ Object in target M365 tenant

**CHANGE MANAGEMENT & TRAININGS**
- Migration Wave Communications.
- Weekly/ Monthly Webinars to address user queries
- Support Portal, Chatbots, Help Documents, Videos & Regular triage calls to support end users during program

**COMMUNICATION & ADOPTION**
- Get existing governance policies & create policy matrix.
- Ensure Tenant and workflows are configured as per defined policies
- M365 Adoption bot with pre-configured Q&A
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**CoE**
- Knowledge Base
- Reusable assets
- Early access to technology
- 65% certified professionals
- 7000+ dedicated consultants
- 1000+ successfully executed projects
- 100+ active Client relationships
- 5+ Industry domain experience

**Partnerships**
- Tier-1 Gold Certified Microsoft Partner
- Strong alliance with Sharegate, Metalogix, Quest, Bittitan
- Alliance with Binary Tree, FluentPro
- Partnerships with Vuna, Unity, Citrix

---
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Our Migration Factory accelerates Microsoft 365 tenant consolidation and tenant divestiture through hyper automation improves the following:

- **Business collaboration**
- **Employee experience**
- **Governance and Security policies**
- **Simplification of IT**
- **Cost Optimization of Infrastructure, License, and operation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased Migration Throughput</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in Manual Effort</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in Project Timeline/Cost</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership with Product Vendors</td>
<td>360°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal User Impact with integrated OCM</td>
<td>360°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Tenant to Tenant Migration Success Stories

## Microsoft 365 Migration for a Chemical’s Manufacturer
- 12 TB SP Data Migrated
- 10K+ Site Collection
- 370 Teams

- **Due to this organization’s intended divestiture,** the data had to undergo multiple mergers and spin-offs. Content across different M365 workloads across multiple M365 tenants were migrated.
- **Developed a future ready Target environment design leveraging Migration Factory framework**

## Tenant Consolidation Program for Entertainment Products Company
- 30 TB OneDrive
- 4200+ Sub-sites
- 40k Mailboxes
- 10K+ Site Collection
- 1043 Teams / 2126 Channels
- 18 TB OneDrive
- 1532 Sites (4.7 TB) SharePoint sites
- 5000+ Users

- **Program involved migration from 2 subsidiaries tenants to single target tenant to avoid duplicate M365 license costs and operation costs.**
- **Migration of desktop, mailboxes and other M365 workloads to Target tenant was performed without any major impact to end users.**

## M365 Transformation Program for European Electric utility company
- 30 TB OneDrive
- 4200+ Sub-sites
- 720 Teams
- 370 Teams
- 1532 Sites (4.7 TB) SharePoint sites
- 5000+ Users
- 100+ Users Gmail & GDrive
- 6 TB Data Migrated

- **Migration of user accounts and content across different M365 workloads across tenants with minimum disruption to day-to-day operations.**
- **Seamless collaboration between source and target tenants, OneDrive/Outlook rollout automation, Full automation in user provisioning process.**
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*Source: Gartner*
Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 35,000 cloud assets, over 300 industry cloud solution blueprints and a thriving community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes baked into every solution delivered.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com